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Abstract

Zeolites are nanoporous, aluminosilicate materials commonly used as catalysts in the chemical

industry. The addition of metal atoms gives zeolites a wide range of catalytic activities while

synthesis conditions can control the hydrophobicity, size, and shape of the pores. To aid

computational studies of zeolites, we developed software to streamline the preparation of atomic

structures for simulations. In conjunction with density functional theory calculations, these

capabilities are employed to study Sn/Ti catalysts on silica for the Henry reaction. Next, I study

Lewis-acidic tin zeolites of interest for biomass conversion and pharmaceutical production. The

tin atom can be found in closed, hydrolyzed open, and open defect configurations, each with

distinct catalytic properties. Computational studies of Sn-BEA for the epichlorohydrin ring

opening reaction demonstrate the effect of active site speciation on turnover frequency. Active

site characterization is challenging in tin zeolites, which limits our understanding of their

catalytic properties and makes it difficult to improve synthetic techniques. To address this, we use

high-throughput DFT calculations and experiments to validate TMPO as a 31P NMR probe that

can distinguish open defect and closed sites in BEA. We use a similar approach to study

acetonitrile 15N NMR probes, which can distinguish closed, hydrolyzed open, and open defect

sites in Chabazite. These new techniques will improve zeolite characterization and accelerate

catalyst development.
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Introduction

Zeolite Catalysts

Zeolites are structurally diverse nanoporous frameworks with an SiO2 stoichiometry. Typical

pore sizes closely match the size of common organic molecules which makes zeolites well suited

for size selective catalysis. Additionally, zeolites are stable in a wide range of temperatures and

reaction conditions. These properties make zeolites well suited for catalysis across the

petrochemical industry [2]. One reaction which zeolites are particularly useful for is fluid

catalytic cracking, where heavy hydrocarbon fractions of oil are broken down into smaller

hydrocarbons to make precursors for important chemical products.

Because zeolites have been used in industry and research for decades, designing the zeolite pore

structure and catalytic activity is well understood. Zeolite hydrothermal synthesis conditions can

be adjusted to achieve different pore structures and different Si/Al ratios while structure directing

agents can be added during synthesis to change the shape of the pore network [3]. To change

catalytic activity, atoms such as Ga, B, Ti, Sn, and Pt can be inserted into the framework [4] or

encapsulated as nanoclusters [5].

In the past, attempts have been made to design zeolites for chiral and regioselective catalysis by

leveraging these synthetic techniques. These include designing syntheses to generate

enantiomerically enriched zeolites such as BEA [1] (see figure 1), anchoring organometallic

chiral catalysts6, and encapsulating enzymes into a zeolite framework [7].
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With various potential structures and many possible synthetic modifications of zeolites, a

significant amount of computational work has explored zeolite catalyst design. A first step

towards designing zeolites enumerated 2.7 million possible zeolite structures [8]. Progress is also

being made to automatically read literature and predict new zeolite syntheses [9]. Other work has

attempted to computationally design organic structure directing agents [10]. Designing zeolite

active sites becomes a natural complement to this previous work.

Structure of the Dissertation

The remainder of the dissertation is structured as follows. The background chapter will detail the

relevant techniques used in this work; illustrating how DFT can be used to estimate the

thermodynamic and kinetic properties of a catalyst as well as interpret IR and NMR

characterization techniques. Chapter 1 will discuss the functionalities of the Multiscale Atomistic

Zeolite simulation Environment (MAZE) code; this software is used to facilitate research in

future chapters. Chapter 2 details a case study in understanding a Sn-silica catalyst for the Henry

reaction, illustrating some important themes in experimental and theoretical collaboration for

chapters to follow. Chapter 3 turns to the main thrust of the remainder of the dissertation, the

study and characterization of tin speciations in zeolites, using epichlorohydrin ring opening as a

representative reaction. Chapter 4 approaches this characterization problem from a different

perspective, assessing the ability of tri-methyl phosphine oxide (TMPO) to identify Sn site

speciation in BEA. Finally, Chapter 5 applies these techniques to the problem of using

acetonitrile probes to characterize tin sites in Chabazite. The conclusion considers these themes

in more detail and suggests some avenues for further research.
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Background

Density Functional Theory

Chemical reactions are fundamentally a quantum mechanical process. As such, a detailed

understanding of catalytic processes and catalyst design requires an understanding of the

quantum mechanical motions of atoms about the active site. While quantum mechanics is well

described by solutions to the Schrodinger equation, solving this equation for the many electron

systems of interest in catalysis is intractable even on modern computers. Given this, many

different computational approaches are used; these methods result in trade offs between accuracy

and computational costs. For example, CCSD(T) is often used as a “gold standard” with high

accuracy but with O(n7) scaling in the number of electrons [15]. On the other hand, molecular

dynamics simulations (based on classical force fields) can offer sub-quadratic scaling in the

number of atoms, at the cost of higher errors [16]. However, arguably the most successful

method in quantum chemistry to date is density functional theory (DFT). DFT offers O(n3)

scaling in the number of electrons with 0.2-0.4 eV error for a wide range of chemical systems

[17]. DFT does away with probability amplitudes for each electron across space and uses a total

density at each point instead. DFT is based on two theorems. The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem

states that any ground state property of a system is uniquely determined by an electron density,

which reduces the degrees of freedom from 3N to 3. The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states

that for any system, the correct electron density is the one which minimizes an energy functional

based on the system’s Hamiltonian. This functional has the following form:
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Where is the kinetic energy, represents the Coulomb repulsion, and is the𝑇
𝑠
[ρ] 𝐸

𝐻
[ρ] 𝐸

𝑋𝐶
ρ[ ]

exchange-correlation functional. Unfortunately the exchange-correlation functional is not known,

rather, it must be approximated [18]. can be approximated in many ways, and decades of𝐸
𝑋𝐶

ρ[ ]

work have been spent designing suitable approximations for different situations. For this work, I

will use the RPBE functional, which is a re-parameterization of the popular PBE functional that

produces more accurate adsorption energies [19]. Additionally, I will be using the Vienna Ab

Initio Simulation Package (VASP) for calculations. This program uses smooth approximations of

the wavefunctions of the core electrons, called psudo-potentials, to speed up calculations.

Referencing Energies

In order to appropriately compare the energies of different species, energies derived from DFT

must be referenced so that only systems with the same number of atoms (and calculated using hte

same functional) are compared to one another. The difference in energy between two systems

with the same number and types of atoms can then be attributed to differences in their spatial

arrangement. For example, the energy of a molecule bound to a metal surface could be compared

to the total energy of a bare surface and a gas phase molecule.

The difference between these two energies can be attributed to the binding interaction between

the molecule and the metal surface. Subtracting the gas phase and bare metal energies from the

energy of the combined system represents the energy of the bonding interaction, often referred to

as the binding energy. It is critical for the reference species to be as similar as possible to the

system under study. For instance, referencing the energy of a hydrocarbon to an equiatomic
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mixture of carbon and hydrogen gas obscures how different bonds contribute to the overall

energy. As much as possible, methods for referencing energies in this work will pinpoint the

binding energy associated with individual bonds of interest, often between a molecule and the

Lewis-acid site.

Energy Barrier Calculations

Barrier calculations are essential for understanding catalytic activity; the free energy barrier of a

reaction determines the turnover frequency of a catalyst. The energy barrier for a reaction is

determined by the lowest first-order transition state connecting the basin of the initial state to the

final state. Finding a transition state is significantly harder than optimizing the geometry,

however, several methods exist to find this transition state such as Nudged Elastic Band and

growing string methods [23] . We chose to use Climbing Image Nudged Elastic Band

calculations to find the transition state [20] in these studies.

Harmonic Vibrational Analysis and Infrared Spectroscopy

DFT can be used to compute the vibrational modes of atoms in a molecule, which is useful for

predicting frequencies in IR spectroscopy or computing harmonic free energies. Following the

derivations from Sholl and Steckel [22], This is done by using a harmonic approximation. For a

bond at equilibrium, the energy of small displacements d away from the equilibrium position x0

can be approximated with a Taylor series:

𝐸(𝑥
0
 + 𝑑) ≈  𝐸(𝑥

0
) +  1

2
𝑑2𝐸

𝑑𝑥2 (𝑑 − 𝑥
0
)2
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where E(x0) is the equilibrium energy. The first-order term is approximately zero due to the

assumption that the system is at a potential minimum. Generalizing this to collections of atoms

and general displacements, the equation of motion for the system can be written in matrix form

as:

𝑑2𝑥

𝑑𝑡2  =  𝐴𝑥

where x is the equilibrium displacement vector and A is the mass-weighted Hermitian matrix (Aij

= Hij / mi). This differential equation has solutions that are linear combinations of the

eigenvectors (or normal modes) of A.

Note that DFT calculations alone are not sufficient to compute the Hessian matrix, and the matrix

elements are approximated using finite difference methods:

𝐻
𝑖𝑗

 ≈  
𝐸(δ𝑥

𝑖
, δ𝑥

𝑗
) + 2𝐸

0 
+ 𝐸(− δ𝑥

𝑖
, − δ𝑥

𝑗
)

δ𝑥
𝑖
 δ𝑥

𝑗

Where ) denotes a small displacement of coordinates i and j with the other coordinates𝐸(δ𝑥
𝑖
,  δ𝑥

𝑗

held fixed.

For our purposes, many of the normal modes of an atomic system often correspond to familiar

bond vibrations studied in infrared spectroscopy. The eigenvalues of these normal modes can be

converted into frequencies and compared to frequencies obtained from infrared spectroscopy.
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Often, these frequencies are in error by roughly 20 cm-1 (compared to experiments) but can still

provide useful trends and insight.

Harmonic Free Energy Calculations

With harmonic vibrational analysis, the calculation of useful quantities can be undertaken. The

enthalpy of a chemical system can be computed by where can be𝐻 = 𝑈 𝑇( ) + 𝑝𝑉 𝑈 𝑇( )

computed via:

In solids, the pV work, translational energy, and rotational energy are assumed to be negligible,

simplifying the calculation of enthalpy. The zero point energy and vibrational energy terms are

computed using the normal modes discussed in the previous section. Using this harmonic

potential, the zero point energy is the lowest energy state of a quantum simple harmonic

oscillator. The vibrational entropy can then be computed by:

where εi refers to the energy of the ith vibrational energy level.
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Assuming the pV work is negligible, the free energy of the system is well approximated by the

Helmholtz free energy and can be computed as:

𝐺(𝑇) ≈ 𝐹(𝑇) =   𝑈(𝑇) −  𝑇𝑆(𝑇)

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a well-developed technique for identifying

the structure of molecules and solids. It usually relies on the presence of spin-1/2 nuclei such as

1H, 19F, or 31P.

NMR spectroscopy works by applying a magnetic field to a sample, which causes nuclear spins

in the sample to precess about this magnetic field. The applied field creates a split in the energy

levels of the spin up and spin down states, and creates a slight polarization of the spin up state.

Next, a radio-frequency pulse (chosen based on the nuclei of interest and the magnitude of the

applied field) is applied to the sample perpendicular to the magnetic field. This induces Rabi

oscillations between the two spin states, and the pulse length is chosen to make the nuclear spin

precess in a plane perpendicular to the direction of the external magnetic field. Each nucleus

responds differently to the radio frequency pulse depending on the electronic environment it is in

and precesses at a distinct frequency. These frequencies are measured by a coil of wire around

the sample, and the observed signal is Fourier transformed to obtain distinct peaks for each

chemically distinct nucleus in the sample. In solid state NMR, two additional parameters can be

measured from the sample: the chemical shift anisotropy and the asymmetry parameter, which

relate to other properties of the electronic environment around the nucleus.
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These three parameters can be computed using DFT. This is done by first computing the

components of the chemical shielding tensor, defined as:

σ
𝑖𝑗 

(𝑅) =  −
∂𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑑

𝑖
(𝑅)

∂𝐵
𝑗
𝑒𝑥𝑡  

Where R denotes the nucleus of interest, Bind is the induced magnetic field and Bext is the applied

magnetic field. In VASP, this tensor is computed using a linear response method [21]. NMR can

only measure the symmetric part of this tensor, so it is symmetrized. The tensor is permuted so

that and this first diagonal value is the chemical shift, the second is the nuclearσ
𝑥𝑥

 > σ
𝑦𝑦

 > σ
𝑧𝑧

 

span, and the third is the skew.

To properly compare to experiment, both theoretical and experimental values are adjusted

relative to a reference chemical shift:

σ
 

= σ
𝑟𝑒𝑓 

−  σ(𝑅) 

Where is the reference molecule’s chemical shift, and is the raw chemical shift of theσ
𝑟𝑒𝑓

 σ(𝑅)

nucleus of interest.
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Chapter 1

Simplifying computational workflows with the Multiscale Atomic Zeolite

Simulation Environment (MAZE)

Dexter D. Antonio, Jiawei Guo, Sam J. Holton, Ambarish R. Kulkarni

My contributions to this work consist of developing the code used to extract and cap

clusters as well as the code to place adsorbates into the zeolite framework.

Adapted from SoftwareX, Volume 16, 2021, 100797.

Abstract

Zeolites, an important class of 3-dimensional nanoporous materials, have been widely explored

for a variety of applications including gas storage, separations, and catalysis. As the properties of

these aluminosilicate materials depend on a number of factors (e.g., framework topology, Si/Al

ratio, extra-framework cations etc.), detailed experiments (e.g., catalytic properties, adsorption

capacities etc.) are often limited to only a handful of materials. Computational methods have

played an important role in (1) providing molecular level insights to rationalize experimental

observations, and (2) screening large libraries of zeolites to identify promising candidates for

experimental synthesis and validation. Different levels of theory and computational chemistry

codes are necessary to describe the range of relevant phenomena such as adsorption (e.g., grand

canonical Monte Carlo), diffusion (e.g., molecular dynamics), and chemical reactions (e.g.,

density functional theory). Manipulation of atomic structures, handling of input files, and

developing robust workflows becomes quite cumbersome. To mitigate these challenges, we
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describe the development of the Multiscale Atomic Zeolite Simulation Environment (MAZE) – a

Python package that simplifies zeolite-specific calculation workflows by providing a user-friendly

interface for systematically manipulating zeolite structures.

Introduction

Zeolites are a broad class of silica-based nanoporous materials which are widely used for various

industrial applications including gas separation and catalysis [1–3]. Transition metal (TM)

exchanged zeolites combine the desirable characteristics of heterogeneous catalysts (high

thermal stability and simpler separations) with those of enzymes (high selectivity and reactivity

under mild conditions) [3] and have received considerable attention as catalysts for numerous

reactions, such as NOx abatement [4] and methane valorization [5]. Computational modeling is

often used to provide insights (e.g., thermodynamic stabilities [6], reaction barriers [7] etc.) into

the reaction mechanisms and properties of zeolites [8,9]. Given the various length- and

time-scales associated with molecular processes (e.g., adsorption, diffusion, reaction), multiscale

approaches that combine wave function theory, periodic density functional theory and classical

force fields are often necessary [8]. While a number of broadly-applicable software packages are

available for performing these calculations [10], a software toolkit for zeolite-specific tasks

would be valuable. In this work, we describe the design and capabilities of a new python-based

open-source software package — Multiscale Atomistic Zeolite Simulation Environment

(MAZE).

The increasing availability of open-source software packages [11] that offer an user-friendly

interfaces has greatly simplified the process of performing computational chemistry calculations.
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For example, the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE), provides interfaces to various

computational chemistry codes (e.g., VASP [12], LAMMPS [13], GPAW [14]). ASE provides

Python-based wrappers to the underlying quantum chemical simulation code and offers an

intuitive application programming interface (API) for setting up, starting, and analyzing

calculations [15,16]. By automating the cumbersome computational setups and subsequent data

analysis, ASE simplifies the process of performing and analyzing complex calculations [15,17].

Furthermore, by allowing manipulation through Python scripts, rather than a GUI, these

calculations become self-documenting, reproducible and easy to streamline into complex

workflows [11,15].

Problems and background

Current limitations with tracking atoms within the ASE interface

Despite an active user community and continued developments within the ASE codebase [15], a

few specific structural manipulation tasks are challenging to implement within ASE. Often a

variety of structural manipulations (e.g., extracting and reinserting clusters, adding terminal H

atoms etc.) are necessary to address a zeolite-specific scientific question—the current ASE

interface is not well suited for ‘‘tracking’’ the resulting changes in the atom indices. This is

illustrated using a simple example below.

In ASE, groups of atoms are represented in memory by Atoms Python objects. In an Atoms

object, the properties of all of the atoms are stored in NumPy arrays. When a specific atom in an

Atoms object is accessed using the get_item method (e.g., my_atoms[index]) an Atom object is
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created, which has (among others) the attributes ‘tag’, ‘position’, ‘symbol’ and ‘index’. The

underlying data structure for storing the atoms properties is highly efficient, since it does not

require storing an individual Python object for each atom represented by an Atoms object.

Unfortunately, it also means that the indices of each atom can change with each addition or

deletion. Fig. 1 shows the structures and atom indices for various glyoxal derivatives,

demonstrating how structural manipulations can alter the indices of atoms.

Fig. 1. Relationship between indices in Atoms objects derived from glyoxal. The columns relate the indices of

different Atoms objects to each other and the atoms in each structure are labeled with their corresponding indices.
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The indices shifting issue becomes more pronounced when multiple structural operations are performed in series.

For example, if the O and H atoms are added back to #3 to recover #1, their indices (4 and 5) would differ from the

initial structure

Fig. 1 shows how the indices of the individual atoms can change when additions and deletions

are performed. The most pronounced difference is in the fourth structure, where the deletion of

two atoms causes the decrement of the index 4 and 5 to 2 and 3 respectively. The addition of

atoms simply extends the arrays and are thus added to the end. There is no inherent ordering in

the indices; the order in which atoms are added to a structure effects the final order of atoms. If a

substitution is made by changing the identity of a given atom, then the indices remain

unchanged. The mutability of Atoms objects, and subsequent index shifting, introduces

significant complexity in tracking the relationship and identity of atoms. These are a major

bottlenecks for developing workflows that include both periodic and cluster calculations with

zeolites.

Fig. 2. Simplified unified modeling language (UML) class diagram for the Zeolite object. Inheritance relationships

are denoted by an open arrow. The Zeolite class inherits from the PerfectZeolite class, which inherits from the

Atoms class.
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The MAZE solution

Recognizing the challenges outlined above, the MAZE package puts the atom relationship

tracking at the center of its design, while maintaining compatibility with all existing ASE’s

features. As demonstrated in the following sections, it greatly simplifies zeolite workflows and

reduces the difficulty in performing a series of structural manipulations.

MAZE architecture

Architecture overview

The MAZE project aims to include all of the functionality of the base ASE package while

including additional functionality related to the tracking of atoms. This is incorporated by using

inheritance. A zeolite is a group of atoms, so it is appropriate to create a Zeolite class that inherits

from ASE’s Atoms class. The Zeolite class represents a zeolite and includes additional methods

and properties for identifying the unique crystallographic sites. Polymorphism ensures that the

Zeolite class has all of the attributes and methods of the parent Atoms class. Thus, all of ASE’s

methods and classes also work well with it.

The additional functionality of the Zeolite class is divided between two classes, the parent

PerfectZeolite class and its sub-class Zeolite. The PerfectZeolite class includes the functionality

for building a Zeolite from a labeled CIF file and preserving the site labels. The methods

included in the PerfectZeolite are all of those related to site identification, and serialization. In a

group of zeolites there can be only one perfect zeolite, from which all the derivatives (e.g.,
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Bronsted H versions, adsorbates etc.) are made. A simplified unified modeling language (UML)

class diagram for the Zeolite and PerfectZeolite classes is presented in Fig. 2.

Users of the MAZE package will interact primarily with Zeolite objects. The main additional

features of the Zeolite class versus the PerfectZeolite class are related to atom manipulation, such

as adding atoms, deleting atoms, extracting clusters and capping clusters. By dividing the

functionality between two classes, the attributes that make a Zeolite and those involved in

structural manipulation can be separated, greatly simplifying the underlying code. The

underpinning of the Zeolite functionality is an internal IndexMapper object, which tracks the

relationship between the indices of the atoms in the zeolites derived from the same parent

structure.

The IndexMapper class

The instances of the IndexMapper class are responsible for tracking the relationship between

atom indices. A reference to an IndexMapper object is an attribute of each Zeolite class and

related Zeolites share the same IndexMapper. The IndexMapper does not directly encounter

Atoms objects, but only works with their indices. The core data structure of the IndexMapper is

the main_index, which consists of a collection of nested dictionaries. The key of the outer

dictionary is the unique id of each row of atoms in the object (Fig. 3). The inner dictionary

consists of each zeolites name attribute followed by the index of an Atom or a None object.
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Fig 3. Dictionary representation of the main index mapper for a collection of related Zeolites. The keys of the outer

dictionary represent the unique IDs, where the inner dictionaries map the relationship between indices for the same

shared atom across different Atoms-like objects

The main_index in the IndexMapper object records the relationship indices of different Atoms

objects. The unique_id assigns a unique identifier (ID) to each atom. This ID does not depend on

the atom species and if an atoms type is changed from silicon to tin, for example, the ID remains

unchanged. The row shows the relationship between the indices across different Atoms objects.

For example, in row four (i.e., index 3 of the dictionary), the ID equals 3 and the indices of the

parent, Zeolite_1 and Open Defect_5 are all equal to 3. The equivalent atom index in Cluster_3,

which consists of an extracted cluster from Zeolite_1 is 0. Cluster_3 consists of 21 atoms, and

the Open Defect_5 object consists of all of the atoms in Zeolite_1 with the exception of the

atoms in Cluster_3. Thus, Open Defect_5 final indices are offset by 21 as can be seen in the final

rows of the table.

The main_index is automatically updated when each atom manipulation operation is performed

and does not require additional intervention from the user. The index mapper class can be used to
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directly map between two related zeolites with the get_index function, yet its core benefit comes

about by enabling the structural manipulation functions such as cap_atoms and Integrate.

Complimenting this index mapper are the add_atoms and delete_atoms methods in the Zeolite

class, which return a copy of the original Zeolite object with the applied modifications and

append a new column to the IndexMapper’s main index. This new column contains the indices of

the newly created Zeolite object and each row indicates the relationship between the atoms in

other zeolites. If a Zeolite object is deleted, then the deconstructor will remove its corresponding

entry from the IndexMapper, preventing the main index from being cluttered with deleted Zeolite

object indices.

Illustrative examples

To demonstrate the capability of the MAZE code and assess its API three distinct tasks were

performed. These tasks include building a Zeolite object from a labeled International Zeolite

Association (IZA) CIF file, adding and removing atoms, and a complete workflow involving

removing a cluster, changing some of its atoms and reinserting it back into the original zeolite.

Building a zeolite from a CIF file

Zeolites often contain multiple distinct T-sites, each of which has unique chemistries arising from

differences in the local atomic environment. Comprehensive zeolite screenings studies require all

unique T sites to be systematically explored. Computational studies of this type start by

downloading a CIF file from the IZA database, placing the file in the project folder and reading

the CIF file into an Atoms object with the ase.io.read function. One challenge with this approach
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is that CIF files downloaded from the IZA database contain extra information about the identity

of unique atoms, which is not preserved when the CIF file is loaded with ASE’s read function.

Thus, various ‘‘hacks’’ are needed to align the Atoms object built from the CIF file with their

labels. One hack used in our group involves changing a unique site from a silicon to an unused

atom such as xenon, and when the Atoms object is loaded reverting it back to a silicon, noting

the indices (see Fig. 4, right). This manual tagging mechanism is slow, opaque because the code

is no longer self-documenting, and error prone, since it involves manually editing a critical data

file.

Fig. 4. Comparison between MAZE and ASE code for generating a BEA zeolite structure with the Silicon T2 sites

replaced by aluminum atoms. The MAZE code uses the built-in make function to read the unmodified CIF file and
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store the mapping in the site_to_atom_indices dictionary. The longer ASE code requires a modified CIF file as input,

and the element mapping to be manually defined. Both codes generate and visualize the same BEA T2 Si→Al

structure.

The MAZE package significantly improves this process by introducing the make method. The

make method takes a zeolite IZA code as input, looks for the corresponding CIF file, and if it is

not found attempts to download the zeolite CIF file from the IZA database. After locating or

downloading the correct CIF file, the make function then builds a Zeolite from a IZA CIF file,

and stores the mapping between the indices and their identities in two of the Zeolite objects

internal dictionaries. The identities of the sites can then be determined by using the get_site_type

method or by accessing the dictionaries directly (Fig. 4).

Structural manipulations

The Atoms class’ structural manipulation features allow atoms to be added and removed from the

collection and the properties of individual atoms to be altered. The API by which these

manipulations are performed is inspired by Python’s list manipulation methods. Although

familiar to Python users, these manipulations are not self-consistent as some have side effects

(e.g., the pop method) while others are side effect free such as the __add__ method. In zeolite

workflows, it is common for many derivatives of a single parent zeolite to be generated, and this

is complicated by methods with side-effects, due to the need for explicit copying prior to each

modification.

In alignment with the goal of the MAZE project, new methods for atomic manipulation were

designed, which do not mutate the underlying object, and instead return a copy with the applied
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modifications. These methods (add_atoms and delete_atoms) simplify the computational

workflows and also allow for method chaining improving code readability. A list of the available

methods for the ASE Atoms object and the MAZE Zeolite object are shown in table S1.

Cluster extraction, atom capping and integration

The power of these additional structural manipulation features can be demonstrated by

performing a complex workflow. A typical zeolite unit cell contains over one-hundred atoms, but

the region of chemical interest is frequently confined to the atoms adjacent to a few T-sites. To

reduce the computational expense of quantum chemical calculations, the calculations are

typically performed on a smaller subset of atoms adjacent to the active sites of interest. This

subset of atoms is referred to as a cluster [18]. Capping atoms (usually, hydrogens) are added to

the terminal cluster atoms to make chemically meaningful structures. The optimal position for

the capping atoms is based on the parent zeotype’s structure. After the capped cluster’s structure

has been optimized, the cluster can be integrated back into the initial zeolite for further

downstream analysis.
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Fig. 5.Workflow for cluster integration. A blue arrow shows the workflow direction, starting with a BEA zeolite

constructed using the make method. The functions or operations required to transfer from one structure to another

are shown between the structures on the blue line.

This workflow is extraordinarily difficult to perform with the ASE base package due to the

challenge associated with tracking the relationship between atom indices during the extraction,

manipulation, and reinsertion step. The Zeolite class’s built-in index mapper ensures that the

relationship between atoms can easily be determined and forms the basis for the simple functions

that perform this workflow. In Fig. 5 a pictorial representation of stages in the workflow is shown

along with the methods needed to perform the transformation from one stage to the next. The

overall workflow has six distinct structures bridged by functions which take the previous

structure as an input and output the new structure. The cluster structures (B, C, D, E) have

different indices than the BEA frameworks (A, F), yet the indices can easily be mapped to each

other using the built-in IndexMapper’s get_index method. Since the functions do not alter the

zeolite to which they are applied, and instead return a new zeolite object, they can be chained
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together. The chained methods required to transform structure A into structure F is shown in Fig.

6.

Fig. 6. Code required to generate structure F from structure A.

The code presented in Fig. 6 demonstrates how a complex workflow can be achieved with the

chaining of several functions together. This simplicity allows for knowability of the operations,

precise and complete operability, and robustness due to high readability. The scrambling of the

indices with the cluster extraction does not allow for consistent code using the base ASE

package. Instead, the indices of each atom must be matched manually at each stage of the

process. Thus, the MAZE package interface has increased the knowability, operability and

robustness compared to the cumbersome manual workflow required when using the base ASE

package.

Impact and conclusion

The improved API of the MAZE package was presented here by demonstrating how to perform

representative tasks. Several other features of the MAZE package include database integration

and adsorbate additions. A complete description can be found in the documentation, which is
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referenced in the supplementary material. MAZE’s improved API builds on-top of the Atomic

Simulation Environment. This new interface facilitates computational zeolite calculations by

greatly simplifying the steps needed to perform common zeolite tasks. [2] Computational

experiments are less labor intensive than wet lab experiments, but lack of optimal APIs for

scientific software and complex workflows can incur a significant time commitment from

researchers to setup and run. By creating custom software tailored to the specific task, research

can be simplified and larger scale experiments can be conducted.
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Abstract

The efficient promotion of cooperative catalytic interactions on solid surfaces can be of great

benefit for a range of important reactions. Herein, we demonstrate that the cooperative

interactions of isolated tin (Sn) and titanium (Ti) sites on silica with grafted primary amines

(NH2) can be tuned by changing the immediate chemical environment of the metal sites (M). We

show that, by tethering various size organic ligands (RO) to the M sites, we can govern the

interactions between the sites as measured by the

presence of NH3+. We show that the concentration of NH3+ is directly correlated with the

activity of the model Henry reaction. We further find that the selectivity to the olefinic product

increased from 59% for the cooperative interactions of grafted NH2 and surface silanols to
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84−92% for the cooperative interactions between grafted NH2 and the isolated Sn or Ti sites. An

analysis by DFT shows that these cooperative interactions are enabled by the presence of a trace

amount (two molecules per M site) of water near the metal sites and a resulting hydrolysis, which

depends on the hydrophobicity of the RO group and the nature of the metal. Hence, the current

work provides advanced molecular-level insights into the underlying principles of cooperative

interactions on a solid surface and guidance for governing such interactions by tuning the

chemical environment.

Introduction

Cooperative heterogeneous catalysts are a class of materials that contain at least two active sites

that work in concert to activate an electrophile and a nucleophile to promote a single chemical

transformation [1] The cooperative mechanism is accompanied by a lower activation energy,

which allows conducting the reaction under milder conditions as well as increases the overall

catalyst activity and may also lead to a higher selectivity, in comparison with single-site catalyst

analogues [2] As such, this class of heterogeneous catalysts can make the overall chemical

process significantly more environmentally friendly. However, inducing and even more so

controlling the cooperative catalytic interactions on a solid material is a challenging task [1,3−5].

To synthesize an efficient cooperative catalytic material, three architectural levels in material

design need to be engineered: (1) the 3D structure of the support, (2) the immediate chemical

environment surrounding the catalytic site, and (3) the precise positioning and orientation of the

catalytic sites [3].
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Materials involving amine sites grafted on amorphous silica have been extensively demonstrated

to promote cooperative catalytic interactions for reactions such as the aldol condensation and

others [6−17]. The liquid-phase aldol condensation and nitroaldol condensation are an important

class of reactions in green chemistry and enable the conversion of biomass-derived molecules to

fuels and chemicals [18] Specifically, the Henry reaction (see Figure 1) has been extensively used

in the literature as a probe reaction to monitor changes in the level of cooperative interactions

between grafted NH2 and surface silanols [15,16,19]. Mechanistically, it has been shown that the

direct formation of the unsaturated product via the imine route is due to cooperative interactions

between the NH2 and surface silanol sites [16]. Therefore, the selectivity of the Henry reaction

toward the unsaturated (olefinic) product serves as a descriptor for identifying cooperative

interactions between the acid and base functions.

Figure 1. Henry reaction of 4-nitrobenzaldehyde and nitromethane forming the alcoholic product (A) and

unsaturated (olefinic) product (B).

Studies of cooperative interactions between silanols on amorphous silica and grafted NH2

allowed the isolation of structural and chemical parameters affecting the cooperative interactions.

Specifically, the effect of proximity and orientation between the OH and NH2 on the surface

[20], acid to base ratio (OH:NH2) [19], silica porosity [19], and the immediate chemical
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environment surrounding the base site have all been rigorously evaluated [16]. However, because

of its amorphous nature, silica is inherently nonuniform, leading to a nonrandom spatial

distribution of grafted amines, which in turn leads to amine clustering and pore blockage [21]. In

addition, the rigid structure of silica restricts active site configurational movement, which has

been shown to be important with respect to the efficiency of catalytic cooperativity [20]. The

consequence of these limitations is evident in the separate works of both Moschetta et al. and

Bass et al. In both works a maximum of ∼80% selectivity to the olefinic product of the Henry

reaction of 4-nitrobenzaldehyde and nitromethane is reached using grafted propyl amines on

silica as the catalyst [13, 16].

With the aim of improving the efficiency and control of cooperative interactions on solid

surfaces, herein we examine the performance of isolated tin (Sn) and titanium (Ti) sites grafted

separately on aminopropyl-functionalized silica. These metals were specifically chosen as they

have been shown to function cooperatively with primary amine sites on the backbone of chitosan

[22, 23]. As previously reported for such metals, the hybrid coordination environment comprised

of organic and inorganic ligands renders a material with improved hydrolytic and mechanical

stability [4]. Specifically, grafted Ti and Sn sites on silica type materials have been demonstrated

to be reactive and stable for a range of reactions [24, 27]. By a combined experimental and

computational analysis, we show that the Sn and Ti sites both cooperatively catalyze the reaction

more efficiently in comparison to amine-functionalized SiO2 but only in the presence of a trace

amount of water. We further show that the catalytic activity can be governed by manipulating the

chemical environment, which is dictated by the size of a grafted alkoxy group.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the various RO-M/APS materials. The M represents an Sn or Ti site. The

grafting of the −OR groups was accomplished by the initial grafting of either SnCl4 or TiCl4 to react with Si−OH on

the surface of APS and removal of the excess precursor

followed by the introduction of the −OR group (see the Supporting Information for detailed experimental

information).

Computational analysis

A β-cristoballite surface (obtained from the IZA database) is used as a representative model of

the amorphous silica support owing to its similar silanol density [62]. The siliceous structure and

unit cell parameters are optimized using the PBE functional in Vienna Ab Initio Simulation

Package (VASP) with an energy cutoff of 500 eV and D3BJ dispersion correction. The optimized
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unit cell is used to construct a large cluster model (50 Si, capped with terminal H atoms, H atom

positions are optimized) and is placed in a large simulation cell. Similar to other slab models, the

bottom 2 layers of the structure are constrained and are held fixed during the optimization. The

necessary organic groups (e.g., 3-aminopropanol and the metal complex) are added to the surface

and are optimized at the energy cutoff of 500 eV until the forces are less than 0.05 eV/Å. All

DFT calculations are performed using the 𝛤 point. Similar procedure is used for the Sn and the Ti

moieties.

Results and Discussion

Briefly, the catalytic materials were prepared by grafting a metal (M) acid site of Sn or Ti on

commercially available aminopropyl-functionalized silica (APS) using tetrachloride precursors

(see the Supporting Information for full synthesis details). Notably, to avoid variations in the

average amine surface concentration and distribution, the same batch was used for all grafted

materials. The Sn or Ti sites were subsequently grafted with OH groups or alkoxy groups of

different molecular sizes through the exchange of the Cl ligand with an RO ligand. These

obtained materials are denoted as RO-M/APS, where M = Sn/Ti and R = H, CH3, CH(CH3)2,

(CH2)2CH(CH3)2 (see Figure 2).

All materials were characterized using powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD), N2 physisorption,

diffuse reflectance UV−vis spectroscopy, diffusive reflectance infrared Fourier transform

spectroscopy (DRIFTS), and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The results for material

characterization were cross-referenced with kinetic measurements for the Henry reaction.
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Analyzing the samples using XPS allowed quantification of the extent of interaction between

M−OH and adjacent NH2 sites. The core level spectra for all the RO-Sn/APS and RO-Ti/APS

materials were recorded for C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s (Figure 6) and for Sn 3d and Ti 2p (Figure S2).

The O 1s spectra of all the RO-Sn/APS materials showed the formation of a peak at 531.9 ± 0.2

eV attributed to Sn−O−C and Sn−OH bonds following grafting (Figure 6) [50,51]. In all samples

the O 1s peak at 531 ± 0.1 eV corresponds to the silane Si−O bond of the grafted aminopropyl

silane.52 The O 1s spectra of the RO-Ti/APS materials showed the formation of two peaks at

530.0 ± 0.1 and 531.9 ± 0.1 eV corresponding to Ti−O−C and Ti−OH bonds, respectively [53].

The grafting of the M sites to the silica surface was accompanied by a decrease in the peak area

at 533.6 ± 0.2 eV attributed to the Si−OH bond [54], showing that the grafting occurred through

the silica surface hydroxy groups. This gives us the ability to calculate for each sample the ratio

between the amount of M−O−R bonds formed and the number of Si−OH groups reacted (Table

2). It can be seen that for all samples the M−O−Rformed/Si−OH reacted ratio was greater than 1,

which indicates that the number of −OR groups is equal to or greater than the number of

M−O−Si bonds. For a tetrahedral configuration, the ratio suggests that the M sites are grafted in a

monodentate (Si−O−M−(O−R)3) or bidentate ((Si−O)2−M−(O−R)2) configuration, which is

typical for room-temperature grafting [55] Interestingly, the M−O−Rformed/Si−OH reacted ratio

was found to be specific for the type of RO group tethered to the M site. Hence, it can be

assumed that each of the R−OH molecules has a specific affinity to the Cl−M site.

From the O 1s XP spectra of the RO-Ti/APS materials it was found that the Ti−OH/Ti−O−C

ratios for the CH3O-Ti/APS, CH(CH3)2O-Ti/APS and (CH2)2CH(CH3)2O-Ti/APS materials

were 2.2 ± 0.4, 1.5 ± 0.3, and 3.3 ± 0.7, respectively. This clearly shows that each Ti site is
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coordinated to at least one OR ligand. The remaining M−Cl sites formed Ti−OH, most likely due

to a reaction with trace water in the grafting solution. The same analysis could not be done for

the Sn system, as the O 1s peaks of Sn−O and Sn−OR overlap completely.

The N 1s signal of the native APS material shows a peak at 399.15 ± 0.2 eV corresponding to the

existence of only NH2 species, which was typically reported to appear at 399.3−399.5eV [56,

57]. Upon M grafting, a new peak appears at (401.4−401.6) ± 0.2 eV, which is attributed to the

formation of protonated NH3+ (Figure 6) [56, 58]. The formation of NH3+ species following M

grafting is consistent with the DRIFTS results above and accounts for 20−45% of the total amine

present in the samples. Notably, in the presence of excess triethylamine the metal chlorides may

also react to form a Sn/Ti−amide bond [57]. Farfan-Arribas et al. reported the appearance of a

401.1 eV band related to a Ti−amide bond following the adsorption of dimethyl amine on

TiO2.59 Head et al. attributed binding energies of 398.6 and 400.3 eV to the presence of

Ti−amide bonds in neutral and protonated forms, respectively [60]. These observations and our

own show that the N 1s peak is significantly dependent on the chemical environment. Although

we cannot rule out the formation of a metal−amide bond, on the basis of the DRIFTS data

discussed above, we relate the higher-binding-energy XP peak here to amine protonation by the

interaction of the amine with an adjacent species. Moreover, the grafting procedure is conducted

in the presence of triethylamine, which scavenges free HCl in solution, thus suppressing

formation of NH3+ species through amine protonation by HCl [23].

On the basis of the XPS atomic concentration percent (AC percent) we find that in all the grafted

samples the atomic percent of N in the NH3+ form is greater than the atomic percent of residual
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Cl (Table 3), which originates from a partially substituted M site. On the assumption that each

residual Cl atom accounts for the formation of one NH3+, the percent excess of NH3+ species,

exceeding the amount of residual Cl, can be calculated to be 9−33% for the Sn system and

4−34% for the Ti system (Table 3).

We used density functional theory (DFT) calculations to rationalize the excess NH3+ species

(see computational details) discussed above. Specifically, our calculations showed that the

isolated OH group on the metal (e.g., (OSi)X−Sn−OH) is unlikely to transfer a proton to the

amine group. For example, the formation of the −O−Sn−(OCH3)2 state was unstable, and the

structure reverted back to an uncharged state. However, when two water molecules were added to

the metal to form a stable octahedral complex, the proton readily transferred from a water
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molecule to the amine group, forming an ammonium cation and leaving an OH− ligand on the

metal, which correlates well with previous work studying amines on silica surfaces. For example,

Mafra et al. demonstrated that the presence of a water molecule is required to stabilize a charged

carbamic acid like species [61]. Figure 7a,b shows that the charge-separated state is stabilized by

a strong electrostatic interaction between the proton and the Sn complex. The electronic energies

of the intermediates show that forming a charged complex is energetically favorable for both Sn

and Ti. As can be seen in Figure 7c, Sn more readily adsorbs water and participates in charge

transfer in comparison to Ti.

Figure 7. DFT analysis of materials: (a) initial state with a four-coordinate Sn complex; (b) hexacoordinate Sn

complex with an OH− ligand and charged amine in close proximity; (c) the relative electronic energies moving from

a four-coordinate metal to the final charged complex. Atom legend: red = oxygen, yellow = silicon, gray = carbon,

blue = nitrogen, white = hydrogen.
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Since the presence of a protic solvent is necessary to facilitate charge transfer between the metal

and the amine, this suggests that longer hydrocarbon chains on the metal would exclude protic

solvent and result in a more nonpolar environment near the surface. Both of these factors would

reduce the population of a charged complex near the surface, which matches the experimental

results showing fewer charged complexes in catalysts with longer side chains (Figure 8).

Although the current analysis is limited to the “static” structures, incorporating the flexibility of

the organic groups is computationally intensive and is beyond the scope of this study.

Figure 8. Excess AC percent of NH3+ as a function of the RO group tethered to the Ti site for (A) HO-Ti/APS, (B)

CH3O-Ti/APS, (C) CH(CH3)2O-Ti/APS, and (D) (CH2)2CH(CH3)2O-Ti/APS.
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Conclusion

  In this work, the surface of amino propyl functionalized silica (APS) was grafted with Ti or Sn as

isolated sites followed by tethering of various sizes of RO− groups. Catalytic testing for the

Henry reaction showed that the Sn or Ti grafting resulted in a higher activity and significantly

higher selectivity of 84−92% to the olefinic product, in comparison to the APS control, which

showed only 59% selectivity. It was shown that the grafting of Ti and Sn formed a new active

site, composed of the cooperative interaction of the M−OH and an adjacent amine.

Computational analysis showed that the cooperative interactions and the formation of the stable

excess NH3+ species became possible only in the presence of a trace amount of polar solvent

(e.g., two water molecules per M site). The amount of excess NH3+ was shown to be dependent

on the size of the alkyl chain. Moreover, it was shown that the shortest RO−M groups (OH−M)

were the most active and were 2-fold more active than Si−OH. In conclusion, this work shows

that the introduction of a surface heteroatom (Ti or Sn) on silica provides a new avenue for

significantly improving the cooperative interactions between grafted amines and surface metal

hydroxy groups over the performance of the well-studied APS system. Moreover, it is shown that

the catalytic performance can be controlled by tailoring the close chemical environment of the

active site.
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Chapter 3

Theoretical Mechanism and Activity of Open Defect and Closed sites in

Sn-BEA for Epichlorohydrin Ring Opening Reaction with Alcohol

Sam Holton, Ambarish Kulkarni

Introduction

Regioselective catalysis has significant applications in the solvent and pharmaceutical

industries, and has been demonstrated in a wide variety of homogeneous systems. Regioselective

reactions are essential for producing high quality solvents, plastics, drugs and other fine

chemicals. However, developing regioselective heterogeneous catalysts has been a long standing

challenge. Currently, regioselective products are produced by leveraging the inherent

regioselectivity of certain reactions, by using homogeneous catalysts, or via column separations.

Alcohol ring opening of epichlorohydrin is one such reaction where it would be highly valuable

to catalyze as epichlorohydrin is used for polymer synthesis and epoxy resin production.

Zeolites are a common, versatile catalyst support that may be promising for regioselective

catalysis. Regioselective reactions over zeolites have been demonstrated. Closed sites are the

most commonly studied configuration of the framework tin atom while hydrolyzed open and

open defect sites are implicated in some reactions.
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Scheme 1. Closed (left) and open defect sites (right).

Motivated by experimental results showing higher activity for an open defect material, we use

DFT to study the epichlorohydrin ring-opening reaction over closed and open defect sites in

Sn-BEA. We compute energy curves and reaction barriers for the reaction over closed and open

defect sites in BEA and find that closed sites have favorable activity compared to open defect

sites due to their weaker methanol binding facilitating proton transfers.

Results

Previous results in the group have found significant differences between Sn-BEA

catalysts synthesized with a tin precursor versus a methyl tin precursor despite the fact that

both catalysts were calcined12 (thus removing the methyl group). This suggests that the methyl

group changes the tin active site; it has been theorized that calcination of Me-Sn-BEA generates

tin sites with an adjacent silanol nest group (open site).
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Figure 1. Experimental Conversion vs. Time for the alcohol ring opening reaction of epichlorohydrin. Sn-BEA

synthesized with a methyl precursor shown in blue, and with a conventional SnCl4 precursor shown in red. Data

collected by Dr. Alex Spanos and Prof. Nick Brunelli of Ohio State University.

To study this reaction, we first optimized the full silica unit cell of BEA using the crystal

structure obtained from IZA. The optimized unit cell parameters were held constant for the

remainder of the study. Next, we replaced an Si atom with a Sn atom at each of the 9 T-sites in

BEA and optimized each structure to produce a closed Sn site. For each closed site, 4 possible

open defect sites were prepared by removing an adjacent Si atom, capping the dangling oxygen

atoms with a hydrogen atom to form silanols, and relaxing the structure. All structures were

optimized using the VASP DFT package with the RPBE functional at a 500 eV ENCUT. Figure 2
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shows the relative energies of the four possible placements of the silanol nest for each T-site.

Because of the differences in energy, we used only the open site configurations with the lowest

energy for subsequent for the remainder of the study.

Figure 2. Relative energy of the four silanol nest positions for open defect sites in Sn-BEA.

Next, we considered the possible mechanisms of the epichlorohydrin ring opening reaction in the

presence of methanol. The first mechanism we considered involved a single methanol bound to

the tin atom acting as both the proton donor and the nucleophile. Next, we considered the same

mechanism using a methanol dissociated over the tin site, with its proton on a framework oxygen

atom. Alternatively, a second, unbound methanol molecule could act as the nucleophile while the

bound methanol donates a proton. Like the 1-methanol case, we considered mechanisms where

the bound methanol was either intact or dissociated.
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Scheme 2. (Left) “Intact” methanol with a proton on the methoxy group. (Right) “Dissociated” methanol with the

proton on a framework oxygen atom.

To determine which mechanism was the most likely, we used the T9 site as a representative

system and performed Nudged Elastic Band calculations for each mechanism. Fig 3 shows the

barriers for various mechanisms. The 2-methanol mechanism had the lowest barrier of 0.73 eV

for the open defect site and 0.93 eV for the closed site.

Figure 3. Relative electronic energy barriers for the 4 studied mechanisms over the Closed and Open Defect sites.
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The 2-methanol dissociated mechanism had much lower barriers than the other mechanisms,

suggesting it is the most plausible way for the reaction to proceed. We can put the reaction into

context by considering the full energy curve for open defect and closed sites on the T9 site in

Figure 4 below. The open site more readily dissociates methanol and has a lower electronic

energy barrier.

Figure 4. Full energy curves for Epichlorohydrin ARO over closed and open sites. The reaction intermediates are:

bare site, methanol binding, methanol dissociation, 2nd methanol addition, epichlorohydrin addition, and final

product. The star denotes the transition state.

To see how these results generalize to other T-sites, we repeated the nudged elastic band

calculations on all closed and open sites for this mechanism. We had difficulties binding

intermediates to the T5 and T6 sites due to their position in the framework, so they were

excluded from the remainder of the study. The results are shown in figure 5 and the

Supplementary Table. Unlike the T9 site, most other T-sites have lower electronic energy barriers
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for the closed site. In fact, the closed T8 site exhibits the lowest barrier to reaction with 0.63 eV.

As many of the barriers are significantly higher than the T8 site, the observed reaction rate is

likely to be determined by the sites with the highest turnover frequency, such as closed-T8 and

open-T9.

Figure 5. Relative electronic energy barriers for all closed and open defect sites.

With barriers for each T-site, we can consider whether the barrier height scales with the binding

energy of methanol (Figure 6). Though it is difficult to draw strong conclusions from a handful of

datapoints, the closed sites appear to bind methanol slightly weaker and exhibit lower reaction

barriers.
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Figure 6. Relative electronic energy barriers Vs. methanol binding energy for all closed and open defect sites.

Discussion

Closed sites show increased activity for epichlorohydrin alcohol ring opening. Across T-sites, the

activation barrier is lower over closed sites than the corresponding open site. Weaker methanol

binding at closed sites may facilitate proton transfer, explaining the observed trend.

Considering these findings, the improved turnover frequency in the Me-Sn material remains a

mystery. Presumably, open defect sites are present in the material, but theory suggests that closed

sites exhibit higher activity. The open defect sites may undergo a transformation during

calcination, creating a structure that wasn’t considered in this work. The condensed open site

considered in Chapter 1 is one such possibility; the bridging silanol has been observed to transfer

a proton to the Sn-OH group in some situations, creating a water molecule which may be

removed during calcination. This would produce a framework bound tin similar to a closed site

with one longer Sn-O bond and possessing different reactivity.
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The gas-phase treatment presented here also neglects solvation effects. The presence of the

silanol nest may coordinate with solvent molecules, changing the environment around the active

site and facilitating proton transfers, potentially lowering the reaction barrier.

Conclusions

We examined the thermodynamic feasibility of creating open defect Sn sites in BEA and their

catalytic properties with respect to the epichlorohydrin ring opening reaction. We find that open

sites possess worse reaction kinetics for this; the presence of an adjacent silanol nest may

stabilize the dissociated methanol, hindering the proton transfer step.

This line of research could be extended to other zeolite topologies, metals, and reactions. While

this work was carried out under the assumption of a gas phase reaction, studying this reaction in

solution-phase would be valuable. The effects of the silanol nest on solvent coordination,

reaction environment, and reaction mechanism may be considerable. Our results leave open the

possibility of another type of active site present in the Me-Sn material with improved activity.
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Supplementary Table

T-site Closed Barrier
(eV)

Open Barrier
(eV)

1 0.76 1.71

2 1.59 1.5

3 1.28 2.46

4 1.22 1.11

7 0.80 1.12

8 0.63 2.37

9 0.93 0.73
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Chapter 4

Characterizing Tin Site Speciation in Zeolite Beta Using TMPO NMR Probes

Sam Holton, Ambarish Kulkarni

Introduction

Sn-Beta is a zeolite catalyst commonly used in industry of interest for applications in biomass

conversion. Different synthesis conditions can prepare the atomically dispersed tin site in a

closed, hydrolyzed open, and defect open configuration, each with distinct catalytic activities.

Scheme 1. Closed, Open, and Open Defect sites. Cutoffs indicate binding to the zeolite framework.

However, the development of synthetic techniques to produce specific Sn sites is hampered by

the difficulty of characterizing Sn speciation in zeolites. Without the ability to determine which

sites are present in a material, it is difficult to validate different synthetic techniques.

Previously, researchers have used solid-state magic angle spinning NMR on 119Sn nuclei to

identify different states of the tin atom in zeolites. Bates et. al. used tin NMR to identify closed

and open defect sites, and identify distinct catalytic activity for each site. These experiments
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provide us detailed information about tin sites, but are difficult to carry out and are hard to

generalize to other acid sites without spin-active nuclei.

Infrared spectroscopy has also been used to characterize acid sites in zeolites. CO, NO, and

acetonitrile bind to acid sites in zeolites and change their characteristic frequency in response to

the type and strength of the acid site. These experiments have the benefit of being easier to run, at

the cost of being harder to interpret due to broad peaks containing many different acid sites.

One way to balance the simplicity of molecular probe techniques with the sophistication of NMR

is to use NMR active probe molecules. For example, phosphorus-containing molecules such as

tri-methyl phosphine and trimethyl-phosphine oxide have been used as acidity scales for

Brønsted acid sites and have been used to compare the Lewis-acidity of different zeolites. The

high elemental abundance and sensitivity of the 31P nucleus makes NMR experiments more

accessible and the insertion of a probe guarantees the presence of a spin-active nucleus in the

material, making NMR experiments possible for any zeolite.

Inspired by the use of TMPO as an NMR probe for Bronsted- and Lewis-acidity, we consider

whether TMPO can be used to distinguish open and closed sites in BEA. We start with

experimental data showing two distinct peaks in the TMPO NMR spectra. We then theoretically

validate TMPO as an NMR probe by computing NMR for all possible open and closed sites in

BEA, conducting a detailed study of the T9 site. The referenced NMR matches experiment,

confirming that TMPO is a useful NMR probe for distinguishing Sn site speciation in zeolite

catalysts.
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Experimental Results

Our experimental collaborators Dr. Alex Spanos and Professor Nick Brunelli from OSU

conducted 31P TMPO NMR experiments on two zeolite Sn-Beta (BEA) materials. One was

synthesized with a traditional tin precursor while the other was synthesized using a methyl tin

precursor intended to create a silanol nest site adjacent to the tin after calcination. Figure 1 shows

the TMPO NMR spectra for the traditional synthesis in blue, with the methyl-tin synthesis in red.

Figure 1. 31P NMR of TMPO molecule adsorbed to traditionally synthesized Sn-BEA (blue) and Sn-BEA

synthesized with a methyl-Sn precursor (red).

In both cases, the amount of TMPO added was half the amount of tin used in the synthesis. The

spectra had no other peaks in the relevant region, suggesting that these peaks come from TMPO

molecules bound to the tin atom.
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The spectra suggests that the traditional synthesis resulted in two different tin speciations, while

the methyl tin precursor selectively produced a single tin speciation. Our goal is to investigate the

tin active sites in these catalysts.

Methods

To study TMPO as an NMR probe in BEA, we first obtained the BEA unit cell from the IZA

database and performed a full unit cell optimization with the lattice parameters held fixed for the

remainder of the study. Next, we prepared closed Sn site configurations within BEA by placing a

tin atom at each of nine the crystallographically distinct T-sites and optimizing these structures.

For each closed site, we optimized 4 possible open defect sites; using the MAZE code to replace

one of the four adjacent framework silicon atoms with a silanol nest. For the remainder of the

study, we focused on the open site configuration with the lowest energy, retaining one open site

for each T-site.

Next, we added a TMPO molecule bound to the tin in each open and closed structure and

optimized the structure. All periodic optimizations were performed in VASP with the RPBE

functional with 500 eV ENCUT (See figure 5).

To select a functional to optimize the cluster geometries and compute NMR, we conducted a

bond scan calculation on the T9 site. Starting with clusters derived from the periodic closed,

open defect, and condensed open site, the Sn-TMPO distance was held fixed at various distances

while the rest of the structure was allowed to relax. Figure 2 compares the relative energy curves

for each structure computed with PBE, PBE0, and M06L functionals. These are compared to
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“gold-standard” DLPNO-CCSD(T) single point energies computed on the PBE0 and M06L

structures. Convergence issues prevented us from computing bond scans using CCSD(T)

optimized structures.

Figure 2. Bond scans of relative electronic energy with increasing Sn-TMPO distance for various functionals.

PBE0 is in good agreement with the corresponding bond scan computed with CCSD(T), with

PBE showing similar trends. M06L obeys similar trends to the corresponding bond scan

computed with CCSD(T) with erratic behavior at longer bond lengths.

To further compare these functionals, we computed NMR parameters for the open and closed

sites at each point in the bond scans. PBE and PBE0 follow a similar pattern, while M06L

reverses the ordering of open and closed nuclear isotropic shielding and displays erratic behavior

(fig 3).
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Figure 3. 31P TMPO NMR vs. Sn-TMPO distance, illustrating the erratic behavior of M06L.

Experimentally, it appears that open sites have a lower referenced shift, making PBE and PBE0

more consistent with the experimental trend. Given the erratic behavior at bond lengths away

from equilibrium and the inconsistency with the experimental trend, we decided to exclude

M06L from further analysis.

We then benchmarked PBE, PBE0, and DSD-PBEp86 functionals against a dataset of

organotin-TMPO complexes observed with solution-phase NMR.
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Figure 4. PBE0 Binding energy vs. isotropic shift for experimental and calculated values.

Though DSD-PBEp86 outperformed PBE0 in an absolute sense, PBE0 NMR appears to match

the experimental trend properly and is correct up to a constant shift. Due to some convergence

issues with DSD-PBEp86, and the accuracy of PBE0 geometries, we decided to use the PBE0

functional for the remainder of the study.

To compute 31P NMR spectra for each configuration, we selected the ORCA package. This

package computes properties for non-periodic systems, so we needed to obtain a representative

local environment for each active site. To do so, we used the MAZE package to remove a 5T

cluster centered around the Tin atom and capped the unsaturated oxygen atoms with hydrogen

atoms, forming silanol groups.
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Next, we relaxed the hydrogen atoms using the ORCA package while keeping the other atoms

fixed. Next, the peripheral hydrogen atoms, silicon atoms, and peripheral oxygen atoms were

held fixed while the rest of the cluster was allowed to relax. This was done in order to retain the

shape of the original periodic structure while allowing the local environment of the Sn to relax.

NMR was computed for each T-site and referenced to the gas phase value.

Results

The binding energies of TMPO in the full BEA unit cell were computed with VASP and are

shown in figure 5a. The binding energies and Isotropic shifts were also calculated in ORCA and

are shown in figure 5b.

a. b.

Figure 5. (a)TMPO binding energy for open and closed sites computed with VASP. (b) TMPO binding energy vs.

isotropic shift computed with ORCA.

With the exception of the T8 site, the closed sites generally had higher isotropic shifts and more

negative binding energies. Note the correlation between binding energies and isotropic shift.

Closed site isotropic shifts centered around 65 ppm and while open sites centered around 62
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ppm. This follows the same trend as experiment, but DFT appears to overestimate the isotropic

shifts by roughly 4 ppm. Note that optimized structures correspond to zero Kelvin equilibrium

geometries which are not representative of a room temperature experiment. This issue will be

addressed in the next section.

In the process of preparing these structures, we observed two different types of open sites. After

optimization, most sites possessed a disconnected silanol nest as expected for an open defect site.

However, some sites such as the T9 site formed an additional bond between a silanol and the tin

atom, producing an octahedral coordination. This rearrangement occurred spontaneously,

increasing the stability and will be referred to as a “condensed open site”. We conducted a

detailed investigation of the T9 site in 3 possible configurations: closed, (traditional) open, and

condensed open.

Figure 6. Closed (left), traditional open defect (center), and condensed open defect (right) sites bound to TMPO.

Shown as 5T cluster models for simplicity.
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To ensure that our conclusions are robust to DFT errors in the geometry, we reoptimized the

geometry and computed NMR at various Sn-O distances. Figure 7 shows that as the Sn-TMPO

distance is extended, all sites show steady changes in other geometric parameters such as the P-O

distance.

Figure 7. Geometric changes to the Sn-TMPO system during a bond scan.

These differences in geometry translated into consistent changes in NMR parameters across a

range of bond lengths (fig 8). The ordering relative to gas phase TMPO remained the same. Near

the equilibrium distance, the closed and condensed open site differed by 4 ppm while the

traditional open site was 8 ppm higher than the closed site.
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Figure 8. Changes in TMPO NMR during a bond scan.

While the bond scan illustrates changes in NMR parameters across a range of geometries, the

experimental NMR signal comes from the Sn-TMPO system moving dynamically about its

equilibrium bond length. We ran a molecular dynamics simulation of TMPO in the full Sn-BEA

unit cell to simulate realistic geometries of the Sn-TMPO system. We then sampled the series of

configurations at regular intervals, produced 5T cluster models of selected configurations, and

computed NMR for each geometry. Figure 9 displays a histogram of the sampled N.I.S. for open,

condensed open, closed, and unbound TMPO. Similar to the bond scans, open and closed sites

exhibited a 6 ppm difference, with open sites closer to the reference. Interestingly, the gap

between open and condensed open sites disappeared.
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Figure 9. Histogram of computed nuclear isotropic shieldings for sampled configurations from MD on the T9 site.

We then repeated this procedure for all T-sites, combining open site and condensed open site data

under the same category. Figure 10 shows histograms of the N.I.S. data. The averages of the open

and closed sites differ by 4 ppm, with open sites closer to gas phase TMPO.
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Figure 10. Histogram of computed nuclear isotropic shieldings for sampled configurations from MD for all T-sites.

Discussion

Across the bond scan, cluster models, and molecular dynamics studies, open sites exhibit NMR

shifts that are 4-10 ppm closer to reference (lower) than closed sites. The most advanced

modeling using molecular dynamics suggests that open sites should be 6 ppm lower than closed

sites when referenced to gas-phase TMPO. This is consistent with experimental data showing

two peaks 6 ppm apart in Sn-BEA synthesized with a traditional precursor. In Sn-BEA

synthesized with a methyl-tin precursor, only the peak consistent with the open defect site is

present, suggesting that open defect tin sites have been predominantly produced.

From these results, it appears that TMPO can distinguish open defect sites and closed sites in

Sn-BEA.
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Conclusion

Experimental TMPO NMR of two different tin precursors for Sn-BEA revealed two distinct tin

speciations. We benchmarked different methods for computing 31P NMR and then computed

NMR for a variety of possible tin speciations. Across a variety of studies, open defect sites

exhibited roughly 6 ppm lower NMR shift, consistent with experimental data suggesting that the

methyl tin precursor preferentially created open defect sites. This suggests that TMPO may be a

valuable NMR probe for characterizing tin speciation in zeolites.
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Introduction

Zeolites are an important class of industrially-relevant catalytic materials. They are stable,

relatively cheap, and well-understood. Their properties can be modified via the addition of

extra-framework cations, incorporation of transition metals into the framework, or by changing

the composition of the framework. Since zeolites are nanoporous, additional control can be

obtained by choosing a zeolite topology with an optimal window size (e.g., to control diffusion)

and pore characteristics (e.g., large vs. small pore zeolites, channel vs. pockets) – this enables

zeolites to be a versatile class of materials for several different applications.

Zeolites incorporating Sn, Ti, Hf, Zr, and Ge have been studied for a variety of Lewis acid

catalyzed reactions [1]. Some processes of interest include biomass conversion, the MPV

reaction, and fine chemicals synthesis. For instance, Deshpande et. al. reported high activity for
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epoxide ring opening reaction with alcohols using a Sn-BEA catalyst [2]. While the active sites

of zeolite catalysts have been studied, the origin of the nature of the catalytic site remains

unknown in many cases.

Although several studies focused on optimizing catalytic performance are available in the

literature, the identification and characterization of the active site responsible for the catalytic

activity and selectivity remains challenging. A key complicating aspect is the fact that typical

Sn-zeolite synthesis results in the formation of a mixture of Sn-sites. Additionally, as solvent

effects are important for several Lewis acid catalyzed reactions, deconvoluting the effects of the

pore hydrophobicity (which also depends on synthesis conditions) and Sn-speciation is not

trivial.

While there exist techniques to measure the hydrophobicity of the material (e.g., using water

adsorption), the identification of the catalytically active Sn-speciation is challenging due to the

presence of multiple Sn sites – often in distinct crystallographic positions. As summarized in Fig.

2, closed, open and open-defect Sn-speciations are commonly studied in the literature. Each site

has different catalytic activities and properties. Different synthetic methods purport to produce

more of one speciation over the others; quantifying the Sn-speciation depends on the

characterization method used to discriminate between the different sites.

Common methods for characterizing the Sn site rely on addition of a small molecule probe (e.g.,

deuterated acetonitrile (d-ACN), pyridine, trimethyl phosphine oxide (TMPO), trimethyl

phosphine (TMP) or directly investigating the Sn local environment using 119Sn NMR. While
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FTIR spectroscopy (which probes the vibrational mode of the C-N bond) is most often used with

d-ACN, phosphorus-based probes are usually coupled with 31P NMR experiments. Although

more advanced NMR techniques such DNP NMR have been developed, d-acn/FTIR remains a

popular and simple approach to characterize Sn-sites.

For example, Vega-Vila et. al. theoretically and experimentally identified two peaks in the

d-ACN spectra of Sn-CHA that were assigned to closed and open Sn sites [3]. Theoretical work

by Bukowski et. al. confirmed that d-ACN bound to closed and open Sn sites exhibit different

C-N stretch frequencies [4]. Using these known frequencies, the acetonitrile IR spectra can be

deconvoluted to estimate the fraction of open and closed sites. Although d-ACN/FTIR remains

popular, care must be taken to account for the presence of residual water, changes in the peak

position with d-ACN loading, and the equilibration time prior to the FTIR data collection.

Additionally, the peak deconvolution is often based on using fixed centers (i.e., 2308 and 2316

cm-1) for the analysis.

When d-ACN binds to different Sn-sites within the zeolite, the interaction of the N electron lone

pair with the Sn orbitals causes changes in the C-N stretching frequency (relative to gas phase

d-ACN). Thus, for a given Sn-site, we hypothesize that stronger d-ACN binding will result in

higher deviation (i.e., higher frequencies).

Notwithstanding the limitations of this simplistic model, the question arises if the difference

between open and closed binding energies corresponds to only a small binding energy difference.
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When we run adsorption energy calculations, we find that the open/closed binding is reversed.

The overarching goal of this paper is to rationalize these differences.

Secondly, the above analysis is based on deconvolution differences in adsorption of only a few

eV and a few tenths cm-1. The question is, if other characterization approaches can be used.

Specifically, while 119Sn and 31P NMR have been used, 15N NMR with d-ACN has only been used

for cation exchanged zeolites. Nitrogen NMR is another common technique used to study Sn

speciation. 15N NMR has been used to study cations exchanged on zeolites as well as the

Brønsted and Lewis acidity of different catalysts [5, 6]. Dib et. al. were even able to use nitrogen

NMR to measure the degree of disorder in the nitrogen OSDA’s as a proxy for the crystallinity of

the synthesized zeolite [7]. Of particular interest is Harris et. al.’s use of Sn and 15N pyridine

NMR to determine the presence of closed and open defect Sn sites [8]. Thus, the second key goal

of this paper is to demonstrate that 15N NMR with acetonitrile is a very powerful technique.

Thus, the overall goal of this paper is to use density functional theory to assess the accuracy of

acetonitrile IR and NMR in differentiating closed, open, and open defect Sn sites in CHA. We

begin with a detailed study of different acetonitrile binding configurations in Sn-CHA. We find

that once these configurations are accounted for, there is a significant spread in acetonitrile IR

frequencies, making peak deconvolution difficult but still possible. We then study 15N NMR on

the same set of configurations. We find that NMR shieldings more clearly differentiate these

three sites and the use of anisotropies computed from NMR spectra can be used to further

identify these sites.
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Results

Figure 1 shows a typical deuterated acetonitrile IR spectra in Sn-CHA. The large peak at 2310

cm-1 is usually deconvoluted into an open site peak at 2316 cm-1 and a closed site peak at 2308

cm-1. By centering Gaussians at these positions and computing the relative contributions to the

peak, an estimate of the relative amount of open and closed sites can be obtained. As the

acetonitrile loading increases, the central peak shifts towards lower wavenumbers, indicating that

the closed site more weakly binds the acetonitrile.

Figure 1. IR spectra of deuterated acetonitrile on Sn-CHA. Dotted lines indicate common peak locations.

To more fully understand this spectra, we began with a detailed study of the structures which

compose these peaks. We begin by calculating the vibrational frequency of Sn-bound d-ACN in
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Sn-substituted CHA. CHA was chosen as it has only 1 T-site, allowing us to isolate the effect of

different Sn active sites and simplify our study considerably.

We considered 3 possible Sn speciations in Sn CHA: Closed sites, hydrolyzed open sites, and

defect open sites (Fig. 2). Closed sites consist of a Sn atom participating in 4 bonds to framework

oxygen atoms, replacing an Si atom. This is the most commonly studied zeolite active site.

Hydrolyzed open sites differ from closed sites in that a single Sn-O bond has been hydrolyzed,

resulting in an SnOH and a silanol group. Defect open sites involve a Sn atom adjacent to a

missing-Si defect in the zeolite, leaving an SnOH group and 3 dangling SiOH groups in place of

the missing Si atom. Though there is only 1 possible configuration for the closed site, there are 4

possible Sn-O bonds to replace with an OH group for each open site. Using DFT, we prepared all

of these configurations in a full CHA unit cell and fully relaxed their structures in VASP using

the PBE functional at 600 eV ENCUT.

Figure 2. Closed, Open, and Open Defect sites. Cutoffs indicate binding to the zeolite framework.
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Next, we placed an ACN molecule on a Sn atom of each type, optimized the geometry, and

computed the vibrational frequencies for the CN stretch (see computational details). We also

computed vibrational frequencies for gas phase ACN as well as 1 or 2 ACN’s present in an all Si

chabazite. The results are then referenced to experimental gas phase frequencies and compared to

experiment in Figure 3. It is clear that though the closed and physisorbed ACN frequencies are in

good agreement with experiment, the open site frequencies are far away from their expected

value. More concerning, the trend between open and closed sites is reversed relative to

experiment.

Figure 3. Comparison of experimentally observed CN-stretch frequencies with computed CN-stretch frequencies

using a single acetonitrile in the Sn-CHA unit cell.
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Next, we broadened our search to include more possible ACN configurations. Since typical ACN

loadings outnumber metal atoms in the zeolite, we studied configurations with additional

physisorbed ACN, Sn sites with ACN hydrogen bonded to the Sn-OH group, and Sn sites with 2

ACN bound (fig. 4). The 2 ACN bound configurations were unstable, and will not be considered

further.

Figure 4. Comparison of CN stretch frequencies for Sn-bound acetonitrile alone (blue), in the presence of

physisorbed ACN (orange), and in the presence of ACN coordinated to the SnOH group (green).

The addition of an ACN bound to Sn-OH had a significant effect on the CN stretch and recovered

the experimental trend, moving open site vibrations above that of the closed site. This site is

physically plausible given the large peak associated with hydrogen bonded ACN in the

experimental spectra. This suggests that the additional Sn-OH bonding to open sites is

responsible for the open site peaks observed in experiment.

Even for a simple zeolite and small set of configurations, the spread in frequencies in figure 4 is

considerable. This creates broad peaks in experimental spectra, making them difficult to interpret,

requiring deconvolution to infer active site speciation.
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With an understanding of the configurations that contribute to the IR peaks, we can now explain

why each peak tends to shift at higher ACN loadings. For each configuration, we computed the

binding energy of the Sn-bound acetonitrile (see methods section). Figure 5 demonstrates a clear

connection between binding energy and IR frequency. As acetonitrile loading increases, the

acetonitrile molecules should bind the most favorable sites first, moving to weaker binding sites

only at higher loadings. As loading increases, the acetonitrile peak should shift to lower

frequencies, which is also observed in experiment.

Figure 5. CN stretch frequency vs. binding energy for all configurations. Colored squares denote Sn-bound ACN.

Empty circles indicate non-bound ACN. Black borders indicate a hydrogen-bonded ACN is also present.
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Leveraging our understanding of the configurations that produce experimental IR spectra, we

assessed the viability of a new technique to probe Sn active sites using acetonitrile. Inspired by

the common use of 15N NMR probes to characterize zeolites, we examined ACN as an solid state,

MAS-NMR probe.

We computed NMR shifts for all relevant species shown in figure 6. Hydrolyzed open and open

defect sites differ considerably in their NMR shifts, while the closed sites reside in between

them.

Figure 6. 15N-ACN Isotropic Shift vs. Binding energy. Gas phase ACN referenced to zero.

Peak location is just one piece of information that can be obtained from solid state NMR

experiments. Analysis of the peak shape can be used to determine skew and span, each of which
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are associated with the geometry of the environment around the NMR nucleus. These parameters

can also be straightforwardly computed in a VASP NMR calculation. We examined whether

nuclear span can provide additional characterization of Sn site speciation. The nuclear skew

results show interesting trends, but their values appear much higher than what is expected

experimentally.

Figure 4a illustrates the binding energy trend of nuclear span. Once again, open, open defect, and

closed sites exhibit relatively distinct properties. By comparing nuclear shift and span on a single

plot in figure 4b, we observe that open and open defect sites cluster into distinct regions.

Figure 7. Nuclear Span vs. Binding Energy (left). Isotropic Shift vs. Nuclear Span (right)

Discussion

The IR study confirms that the presence of acetonitrile frequencies above the closed site

frequency indicates that open sites are present. Acetonitrile molecules hydrogen bonded to the
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OH of the open site significantly affect the frequency of the Sn-bound ACN and contribute to the

open site peak.

The CN stretch exhibits a clear dependence on binding energy, with frequency decreasing as

binding energy decreases. This helps to explain the increase in the closed site peak at higher

ACN loadings. As more ACN is added, the molecules fill lower binding energy sites such as

closed sites, resulting in a peak that increases with higher loadings.

The computed vibrational frequencies for Open and Open Defect sites have considerable

variance. This suggests that while IR can be used to detect the presence of open sites, it may be

difficult to deconvolute different open site peaks to quantify Sn speciation.

By contrast, 15N acetonitrile NMR provides better separation of open sites leading to improved

peak deconvolution. NMR can also provide additional information about the local environment

of the probe such as the nuclear span which can be used to further differentiate Sn speciation.

Methods

Preparing DFT Structures

To prepare the CHA structure, the Si-CHA crystal structure was obtained from the IZA database.

The unit cell was optimized with PBE at 600eV energy cutoff using the gamma point. Keeping

the unit cell fixed for the remainder of the study Sn-CHA was produced by replacing an Si atom

with an Sn atom. The open sites were produced by adding a water molecule to the structure and

positioning the OH group at the most stable location. For the defect open sites, an Si atom
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adjacent to the Sn was removed and the resulting unsaturated oxygen atoms were capped with

hydrogen atoms. These structures were then optimized at 600 eV energy cutoff. This cutoff was

chosen based on the convergence of vibrational frequencies at higher encut. 300 eV and 400 eV

ENCUT runs gave significantly different results. Next, the listed ACN configurations were

prepared and optimized using the same criteria.

IR Computation

To compute CN stretch frequencies, unconstrained vibration of the entire unit cell was used to

avoid errors produced by artificially constraining the lattice. This resulted in many frequencies;

to pinpoint the associated CN stretch, all vibrations within a plausible range were visualized. In

all cases, there was a unique frequency that displayed a significant CN displacement, and this

frequency was reported (full hessian included in the SI).

NMR Computation

To compute nuclear isotropic shielding , the ORCA package was used. 5T cluster models of the

Sn active sites were prepared from their periodic structures using the MAZE package. The

capping hydrogens were allowed to relax while the other atoms remained fixed. Before

computing nuclear isotropic shielding, the peripheral hydrogen, oxygen, and silicon atoms were

held fixed while the Sn atom, acetonitrile molecules, and adjacent oxygen atoms were allowed to

relax. The peripheral atoms are fixed in order to mimic the rigidity and retain the shape of the

periodic structure. Finally, nuclear isotropic shieldings are computed for all N15 atoms.
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Conclusion

We analyze the IR spectrum of ACN in Sn-CHA and confirm that the 2316 cm-1 peak is

indicative of the presence of open sites. However, the spread in frequencies between hydrolyzed

open and open defect sites makes peak deconvolution difficult. We propose and theoretically

validate 15N ACN as an NMR probe to detect differences in Sn site speciation.

Acetonitrile IR and NMR provide distinct advantages for characterizing Sn zeolites. IR

spectroscopy can be completed quickly with low-cost equipment and materials. MAS-NMR

requires more expensive equipment and complicated techniques, but can provide new

information about tin zeolites. We found that ACN NMR can differentiate Sn sites, and provides

additional information about the local environment. As such, 15N ACN NMR is a promising new

tool to study Sn speciation in zeolites.
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Conclusion

Impacts

This research has important applications for characterizing zeolite active sites. TMPO and

acetonitrile NMR can be used to better understand active sites in zeolites both computationally

and experimentally. A better understanding of the connection between synthetic conditions and

the resulting active site distribution can lead to improved catalyst design.

Evidence for the existence of open defect sites presents new possibilities for active site design.

Open defect sites may facilitate certain reactions by organizing the solvent environment, and it

may be possible to synthetically address them with new functional groups or metal atoms.

Overall, this work contributes to a better understanding of tin zeolite catalysts, and may facilitate

their adaptation to new chemical processes.

Future Work

No research is ever truly complete, and this work could naturally be extended in several ways.
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Experiments applying acetonitrile and TMPO NMR probes to other tin zeolites would be a

valuable step in validating the technique. Computationally and experimentally, this technique

may also provide insights into other Lewis-acid zeolites.

The spin-labeled counterparts of other common IR probes such as CO and NO may also be

effective NMR probes, and approaches similar to those used in this work could be used to

validate such techniques. More advanced techniques such as two-dimensional NMR

spectroscopy may be able to exploit the interactions between NMR probes, spin-active metal

atoms, and silanol groups to obtain detailed information about the active site.

It remains an open challenge whether a zeolite containing exclusively defect open Lewis-acid

sites can be created in the lab. This would be a significant achievement and may make it possible

to add new functional groups to the adjacent silanol nest or insert additional metal atoms into the

framework.

The Role of Theory in Catalyst Research: Atomistic Explanations

In each chapter, a similar storyhas unfolded. Experimental data provided an intriguing yet poorly

understood pattern, a question that was difficult to answer with characterization alone. My

subsequent investigation attempted to enumerate and study all plausible arrangements of the

atoms of interest. As is common for DFT, the results usually did not match experiment in a

quantitative way, yet the trends across many configurations provided insight into the workings of

the catalyst, putting the experimental results in context and suggesting new experiments to be

run.
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Despite the rigorous mathematics that underlies DFT, the approximations required to model

chemical systems make it difficult to obtain quantitative agreement with experiment. But this

doesn’t prevent computational methods from being useful in catalyst research. Taking inspiration

from Deutch’s The Beginning of Infinity, I claim that the real value of computational methods

comes from providing new explanations based on atomistic simulations. Rather than being

quantitative, DFT calculations can qualitatively assess different theories in ways that are

inaccessible to experiments.

These “atomistic explanations” provide repeatable, explicit, and physically grounded stories

about what's really happening in a material. They can guide catalyst design or suggest new

experiments to run, complementing other characterization approaches. I hope this way of

thinking about simulation will encourage the field to emphasize methods amenable to

understanding experimental data, rather than simply agreeing with it.
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